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Abstract

Sequence labeling is a core task in text un-
derstanding for IE/IR systems. Text genera-
tion models have increasingly become the go-
to solution for such tasks (e.g., entity extrac-
tion and dialog slot filling). While most re-
search has focused on the labeling accuracy,
a key aspect – of vital practical importance –
has slipped through the cracks: understanding
model confidence. More specifically, we lack
a principled understanding of how to reliably
gauge the confidence of a model in its predic-
tions for each labeled span. This paper aims
to provide some empirical insights on estimat-
ing model confidence for generative sequence
labeling. Most notably, we find that simply
using the decoder’s output probabilities is not
the best in realizing well-calibrated confidence
estimates. As verified over six public datasets
of different tasks, we show that our proposed
approach – which leverages statistics from top-
k predictions by a beam search – significantly
reduces calibration errors of the predictions of
a generative sequence labeling model.

1 Introduction

Sequence labeling (e.g., entity extraction) is a fun-
damental task in building IE/IR systems, such as
Web search (Bergsma and Wang, 2007; Fetahu
et al., 2021; Guo et al., 2009), QA (Li et al., 2019;
Longpre et al., 2021), and goal-oriented dialog (Xie
et al., 2022). Prediction confidence is a critical
factor for the applications; it is useful to estimate
prediction confidence for each labeled span in an
input text. Beyond direct application (e.g., knowl-
edge distillation (Hinton et al., 2015)), it is crucial
to how downstream systems consume the model’s
output. For example, a high precision system (say
a query parser) may choose to only act on high-
confidence spans, while falling back or asking for
clarifications for low-confidence ones (Xie et al.,
2022). Having a well-calibrated model output score

– that correlates well with the correctness of the pre-
dictions – is important for practical adoption.

There have been increasing attempts to apply
text generation models to many NLP tasks (Google,
2023; OpenAI, 2023), since the emergence of pre-
trained text generation models like GPT (Radford
et al., 2018) and T5 (Raffel et al., 2020). Recent
work (Athiwaratkun et al., 2020; FitzGerald, 2020;
Raman et al., 2022; Liu et al., 2022) has shown
the advantages of the generative approaches for
sequence labeling. Given the importance of the
span-level confidence estimation and the strength
of the generative approaches,

how do we estimate the confidence of the
structured predictions in the text generation?

There has been little work on understanding this.
The natural way to estimate a generative

model’s confidence for each labeled span is via
its corresponding token-level posterior probabili-
ties (Oneata et al., 2021). However, as shown em-
pirically, this approach is not the best; the posterior
probabilities arise solely from the top prediction
candidate, which may not capture the underlying
uncertainty of the complete decoder distribution.

To overcome this limitation, we propose three
methods to take full advantage of top-k statistics
given by the beam search; AggSpan aggregates
partial span-level probabilities, AggSeq aggregates
whole sequence-level probabilities, and AdaAg-
gSeq is an adaptive variant of AggSeq, condi-
tioning on complexity of each input. Our exper-
iments, comparing the different confidence esti-
mation methods across six diverse datasets and
tasks, show that leveraging the beam-search statis-
tics leads to improving model calibration. Our
contributions are summarized as follows:

• we propose methods for span-level confidence
estimation in generative sequence labeling,
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• our extensive experiments show the effective-
ness of using the beam-search statistics, and

• we show the robustness of the AdaAggSeq
method with a larger beam size.

2 Generative Sequence Labeling

2.1 Task Description

Regardless of what approaches we use, a sequence
labeling task T can be formulated as follows:

y = fT (x), (1)

where fT is a task-specific function that takes a
text (of n words) x = [x1, x2, . . . , xn] as an input,
and then returns a sequence of m labeled spans
y = [y1, y2, . . . , ym]. We assume that the spans are
not nested and not overlapped. Such a span yi is a
pair of a contiguous word sequence (or a phrase)
si and its label `i: yi = (si, `i).

Here is an example:

x: [FIFA, World, Cup, 2022, in, Qatar],

y: [(FIFA, ASSOCIATION), (World Cup,
EVENT), (2022, YEAR), (in, O), (Qatar,
COUNTRY)],

where ASSOCIATION, EVENT, YEAR, and
COUNTRY are task-specific labels, and O is a
generic “outside” label that is not any of the task-
specific labels.

2.2 Prediction by Text Generation

Generative sequence labeling (Vinyals et al., 2015;
FitzGerald, 2020) tackles the task by using a con-
ditional text generation model:

y = argmax
y′

pθ(y
′|x), (2)

where θ is a set of the model parameters. The most
common approach to the model training is teacher
forcing (Williams and Zipser, 1989) with human-
labeled data, and Equation (2) is approximated by
using a beam search (Sutskever et al., 2014).

In the example in Section 2.1, x is represented
with a list of words and y with a list of position-
sensitive phrase-label pairs, but we can use ar-
bitrary text formats as discussed in Raman et al.
(2022). That is, it does not matter which formats
we use, as long as we can interpret the outputs.

2.3 Span-level Confidence Estimation
The model’s predictions are not always correct, and
it is practically useful to inspect the model’s pre-
diction confidence (Guo et al., 2017). Specifically,
this paper focuses on a span-level confidence score:

cθ(yi) ∈ [0.0, 1.0]. (3)

We can use classifier’s output (Desai and Durrett,
2020; Hendrycks et al., 2020) with encoder-based
token-level classification models (Devlin et al.,
2018), but it is less trivial in our case. Malinin
and Gales (2021) have studied token-level and
sequence-level uncertainty estimation in sequence
generation tasks; in contrast, we tackle the confi-
dence estimation for each labeled span consisting
of a phrase-label pair and its position.

A straightforward approach is to use the condi-
tional probability as follows:

cθ(yi) = pθ(yi|x, y1, . . . , yi−1), (4)

which we call “span probability.”
Assuming that yi consists of a sequence of L

(subword) tokens [t1i , t
2
i , . . . t

L
i ], Equation (4) is

computed as follows:
L∏

j=1

pθ(t
j
i |x, y1, . . . , yi−1, t1i , . . . , t

j−1
i ). (5)

Previous work investigated various methods to ag-
gregate partial confidence scores (e.g., token-level
scores in ASR systems (Oneata et al., 2021) and
pixel-level scores in image segmentation (Mehrtash
et al., 2020)), but we have observed that Equa-
tion (5) robustly works as a solid baseline.

3 Beam Search-based Estimation

Equation (4) only uses the probability values re-
garding the top-1 candidate by the beam search.
Therefore, it is not taken into account what labeled
spans are likely predicted in other sequence-level
outputs in the generative labeling process.

We study two confidence estimation methods
that reflect statistical information given by the
beam search, inspired by the effectiveness of using
the beam search on sequence-level knowledge dis-
tillation (Kim and Rush, 2016; Wang et al., 2020).

3.1 Aggregated Span Probability
We consider incorporating broader contexts to esti-
mate plausibility of generating yi given x:

cθ(yi) = pθ(yi|x) =
∑

z

pθ(yi|x, z)pθ(z|x), (6)
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where z is a generated context before predicting yi,
and z = [y1, . . . , yi−1] is such an example.

Equation (6) is not tractable, and we compute its
estimation by the beam search:

cθ(yi) =

∑
zB pθ(yi|x, zB)pθ(zB|x)∑

zB pθ(zB|x)
, (7)

where zB is a unique context that exists in top-k
candidates generated by the beam search. Note that,
if there is only one unique context in the k candi-
dates, Equation (7) is reduced to Equation (4). We
call the method “aggregated span probability.”

3.2 Aggregated Sequence Probability
Next, we consider using whole sequence-level in-
formation to define cθ(yi), which is a missing in-
gredient in Equation (7). More specifically, we ag-
gregate the sequence-level probabilities such that
the sequences contain yi:

cθ(yi) =
∑

ŷ

pθ(ŷ|x), (8)

where ŷ is a complete output sequence generated
by the model, containing yi.

We use the beam search for its estimation:

cθ(yi) =

∑
ŷB pθ(ŷB|x)∑k
j=1 pθ(y

(j)|x)
, (9)

where ŷB is a ŷ that is in the top-k candidates, and
y(j) is the j-th best candidate. Intuitively, Equa-
tion (9) counts how frequently yi appears in the
top-k candidates, by weighting the counts with the
sequence-level probabilities. We call the method
“aggregated sequence probability.” Note that this
method is useful only with k > 1, because k = 1
always results in cθ(yi) = 1.0.

Adaptive strategy The larger value of k we use,
the more output variations this method takes into
account, which is expected to be reasonable when
the output space is complex. In contrast, it makes
less sense to use a large value of k for an output
with only a few non-O spans. To alleviate the po-
tential issue, we propose an adaptive alternative by
replacing the constant k in Equation (9) with an
adaptive value k′ ∈ [2, k]. We measure the com-
plexity of the output space by counting the number
of non-O spans in the top-1 candidate, and set

k′ = max(2,min(a+ b, k)), (10)

where a is the counted number and b is a hyper-
parameter. We call the method “adaptive aggre-
gated sequence probability.”

Train Validation Test Non-O spans
ATIS 4,478 500 893 3.4
SNIPS 13,084 700 700 2.6
mTOP 15,667 2,235 4,386 1.7
MIT-R 6,845 789 1,516 2.0
NER 14,987 3,466 3,684 1.8
CHUNK 8,936 1,844 2,012 12.0

Table 1: Statistics of the six datasets.

3.3 Estimation of AggSpan and AggSeq
In Sections 3.1 and 3.2, we used the beam search
to obtain estimation of Equations (6) and (8), re-
spectively. We explain the estimation process.

Aggregated span probability: We consider the
effects of the beam size k. In particular, with k �
1, Equation (7) is expressed as follows:

∑
zB pθ(yi|x, zB)pθ(zB|x)∑

zB pθ(zB|x)

≈
∑

z pθ(yi|x, z)pθ(z|x)∑
z pθ(z|x)

=
∑

z

pθ(yi|x, z)pθ(z|x),

(11)

because of
∑

z pθ(z|x) = 1, resulting in Equa-
tion (6).

Aggregated sequence probability: Similarly,
we can express Equation (9) as follows:

∑
ŷB p(ŷB|x)∑k
j=1 p(y

(j)|x)
≈

∑
ŷ pθ(ŷ|x)∑
y′ pθ(y

′|x)

=
∑

ŷ

pθ(ŷ|x),
(12)

because of
∑

y′ pθ(y
′|x) = 1, resulting in Equa-

tion (8).

4 Reliability of Confidence Estimation

We expect that, the higher a confidence score is, the
more accurate the prediction will be, and vice versa.
To evaluate how reliable the confidence scores are,
we adapt a widely-used metric, Expected Calibra-
tion Error (ECE) (Guo et al., 2017; Mehrtash et al.,
2020; Desai and Durrett, 2020).

For each evaluation example x in a dataset, we
have a prediction y and its corresponding ground-
truth annotation y∗. A predicted span in y is treated
as correct if it agrees with y∗; more concretely, y∗

needs to contain a span whose position, phrase, and
label are exactly the same as those of the predicted
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ATIS (F1: 0.942 ± 0.003) SNIPS (F1: 0.930 ± 0.014) mTOP (F1: 0.906 ± 0.006)
ECEALL ECENO ECEALL ECENO ECEALL ECENO

Span 0.014 ± 0.000 0.036 ± 0.001 0.018 ± 0.003 0.039 ± 0.006 0.026 ± 0.001 0.062 ± 0.002
AggSpan 0.014 ± 0.000 0.036 ± 0.001 0.018 ± 0.003 0.038 ± 0.006 0.025 ± 0.000 0.060 ± 0.002
AggSeq 0.011 ± 0.003 0.020 ± 0.007 0.023 ± 0.004 0.039 ± 0.007 0.025 ± 0.004 0.041 ± 0.009

MIT-R (F1: 0.802 ± 0.010) NER (F1: 0.890 ± 0.010) CHUNK (F1: 0.960 ± 0.004)
ECEALL ECENO ECEALL ECENO ECEALL ECENO

Span 0.046 ± 0.003 0.119 ± 0.009 0.011 ± 0.001 0.075 ± 0.004 0.023 ± 0.001 0.026 ± 0.001
AggSpan 0.045 ± 0.003 0.118 ± 0.009 0.010 ± 0.001 0.074 ± 0.004 0.022 ± 0.001 0.026 ± 0.001
AggSeq 0.011 ± 0.002 0.023 ± 0.006 0.007 ± 0.003 0.030 ± 0.008 0.021 ± 0.001 0.020 ± 0.001

Table 2: ECE scores (k = 5) on the ATIS, SNIPS, mTOP, MIT-R, NER, and CHUNK test sets. The lower a score
is, the better it is. The value range of the metrics is in [0.0, 1.0]. For reference, F1 scores are also shown.

span. We collect all the predicted spans from all
the evaluation examples, resulting in a set of N
predicted spans in total.

We then assign a group index m (1 ≤ m ≤M )
for each predicted span whose confidence score
falls into the m-th confidence bin (m−1M , mM ]. An
ECE metric is defined as follows:

ECE =
1

N

M∑

m=1

Nm|ACCm −MCm|, (13)

whereNm is the number of spans in them-th group,
and ACCm and MCm are the accuracy and mean
confidence of the group, respectively. We then use
the following two ECE metrics:
- ECEALL evaluates all the predicted spans,
- ECENO evaluates only non-O spans.

5 Experiments

We conduct experiments to empirically compare
the three methods: Span (Equation (4)), AggSpan
(Equation (7)), and AggSeq (Equation (9)), by set-
ting k = 5 for the beam search, and M = 10
for the reliability estimation. We then evaluate the
adaptive AggSeq (AdaAggSeq) with k = 10.

5.1 Datasets, Text Format, and Model
To perform the evaluation on diverse datasets and
tasks with a strong model, we strictly follow exper-
imental settings in a previous study (Hashimoto
and Raman, 2022). The following datasets
are used: ATIS (Price, 1990), SNIPS (Coucke
et al., 2018), mTOP (Li et al., 2021), MIT-R,1

NER (Tjong Kim Sang and De Meulder, 2003),
and CHUNK (Tjong Kim Sang and Buchholz,
2000).

1https://groups.csail.mit.edu/sls/
downloads/.

- ATIS: slot-filling in travel assistance,
- SNIPS: slot-filling in virtual assistance,
- mTOP: semantic parsing in voice assistance,
- MIT-R: semantic parsing in dining assistance,
- NER: CoNLL 2003 named entity recognition,
- CHUNK: CoNLL 2000 syntactic chunking.
Table 1 shows the number of sentence-level ex-
amples, and the average number of (per sentence)
annotated non-O spans in the validation sets.

We use the “sentinel+tag (SI)” format proposed
in Raman et al. (2022), to represent the input and
output texts in our experiments. This format is
known to be effective in avoiding hallucinations in
the text generation. To run our experiments, we use
the pre-trained mT5 “base” (Xue et al., 2021) in the
T5X code base (Roberts et al., 2022). Details of
the fine-tuning process are described in Appendix.

5.2 Results and Discussions

We run all the experiments five times, and the av-
erage scores are reported along with the standard
deviation values.

Effects of the beam search Table 2 shows the
comparison between the three methods. “Span”
already has a good calibration ability as expected,
thanks to the use of the large pre-trained model (De-
sai and Durrett, 2020). We then see that either
“AggSpan” or “AggSeq” is consistently better than
“Span,” which shows the effectiveness of using the
beam search statistics.

Case Study We have inspected the results for
more intuitive interpretation. One observation is
that “AggSeq” tends to better reflect the model’s
uncertainty when predictions contradict with their
ground-truth annotations. Table 3 shows such an
example from the MIT-R validation set, where
estimated confidence scores are shown for each
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Input do you have listings of diners in the area
Gold (do, O), (you, O), (have, O), (listings, O), (of, O), (diners, Cuisine), (in, O), (the, O), (area, Location)

Top-5

1: (do, O), (you, O), (have, O), (listings, O), (of, O), (diners, Cuisine), (in the area, Location)
2: (do, O), (you, O), (have, O), (listings, O), (of, O), (diners, Cuisine), (in, O), (the, O), (area, Location)
3: (do, O), (you, O), (have, O), (listings, O), (of, O), (diners, Cuisine), (in, Location), (the, O), (area, Location)
4: (do, O), (you, O), (have, O), (listings, O), (of, O), (diners, O), (in the area, Location)
5: (do, O), (you, O), (have, O), (listings, O), (of, O), (diners, Cuisine), (in, O), (the, O), (area, O)

Span (do, O)0.99, (you, O)0.99, (have, O)0.99, (listings, O)0.99, (of, O)0.99, (diners, Cuisine)0.99, (in the area, Location)0.87
AggSpan (do, O)0.99, (you, O)0.99, (have, O)0.99, (listings, O)0.99, (of, O)0.99, (diners, Cuisine)0.98, (in the area, Location)0.86
AggSeq (do, O)1.0, (you, O)1.0, (have, O)1.0, (listings, O)1.0, (of, O)1.0, (diners, Cuisine)0.93, (in the area, Location)0.63

Table 3: Confidence estimation for an ambiguous span. Erroneous spans are shown with underlines.

ATIS SNIPS mTOP
ECEALL ECENO ECEALL ECENO ECEALL ECENO

AggSeq 0.021 ± 0.003 0.035 ± 0.009 0.036 ± 0.007 0.059 ± 0.011 0.044 ± 0.005 0.068 ± 0.012
AdaAggSeq 0.009 ± 0.002 0.016 ± 0.007 0.016 ± 0.003 0.028 ± 0.005 0.013 ± 0.003 0.022 ± 0.005

MIT-R NER CHUNK
ECEALL ECENO ECEALL ECENO ECEALL ECENO

AggSeq 0.020 ± 0.002 0.028 ± 0.012 0.015 ± 0.003 0.042 ± 0.011 0.023 ± 0.001 0.023 ± 0.001
AdaAggSeq 0.010 ± 0.002 0.020 ± 0.003 0.005 ± 0.001 0.026 ± 0.003 0.022 ± 0.001 0.022 ± 0.001

Table 4: Evaluation of “AggSeq” and “AdaAggSeq” (k = 10) with b = 3 for MIT-R and b = 1 for the rests.

of the estimation methods. We can see that
“AggSeq” assigns the lowest confidence score to
the Location label, because the “(in the area,
Location)” span appears only in the first and
fourth candidates out of the top-5 candidates.

Effects of the beam size k Next, we investigate
the effects of the beam size k when using “AggSeq.”
Table 4 shows the results with k = 10, and we can
see that k = 10 performs worse than k = 5 by
comparing the scores with those in Table 2. Only
the CHUNK results are comparable; this is presum-
ably because the output space of the CHUNK task
is considered to be the most complex as evidenced
in Table 1.

As expected, “AdaAggSeq” helps resolve the
issue discussed in Section 3.2, and the improved
scores are even better than those of “AggSeq” with
k = 5 (except for CHUNK). The use of k′ in Equa-
tion (10) makes “AggSeq” more robust, and future
work is to investigate how to better measure the
complexity of each example.

Which one should we use? One natural ques-
tion is which method we want to use in practice; we
recommend “AdaAggSeq” based on our empirical
results, if one can use a validation set to determine
the value of b. Otherwise, “AggSeq” with k = 5 is
a good choice because it robustly works across the
six different datasets. However, the beam search in-
troduces non-negligible computational costs when
performing inference on billions of inputs. We can

use “Span” in such a case.

Applicability to blackbox models Recently, not
all the large pre-trained models are published; GPT-
4 (OpenAI, 2023) and PaLM 2 (Google, 2023) are
such examples. In case the token-level probabilities
are not visible but the whole sequence-level proba-
bilities are available, (Ada)AggSeq has advantages
of being used along with the blackbox models.

6 Conclusion

We have investigated effective ways of estimating
span-level confidence in generative sequence label-
ing, and shown that the top-k statistics help im-
prove reliability of the estimation. We believe that
our work provides a basis for future work like learn-
ing to improve the confidence reliability and using
the confidence scores in real applications.
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Limitations

Choice of pre-trained models We used a multi-
lingual variant (Xue et al., 2021) of T5 (Raffel et al.,
2020) to test the span-level confidence estimation
methods, motivated by strong empirical results in
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previous work (Raman et al., 2022; Liu et al., 2022).
However, all the equations in this paper are based
on the very basic idea in Equation (2), and it is not
specific to the T5 model architecture. For example,
the conditional text generation can be implemented
with decoder-only models like GPT (Radford et al.,
2018). We can use different types of pre-trained
text generation models (BART (Lewis et al., 2020),
GPT, T5, etc.).

Choice of input/output text formats We used
a particular input/output text format among a va-
riety of possible formats investigated in previous
work (FitzGerald, 2020; Raman et al., 2022), to
minimize concern about hallucinations in the text
generation process. However, all the equations in
this paper are not specific to any of the existing text
formats. We can thus adapt the estimation methods
to other text formats, as long as we can interpret
the outputs as in Section 2.1.

Application to more complex tasks We tar-
geted sequence labeling tasks where labeled spans
are not nested as mentioned in Section 2.1; in other
words, there are no overlaps between the labeled
spans. An interesting extension of our work is to
adapt the confidence estimation methods to more
complex tasks like those in Barnes et al. (2022) and
Liu et al. (2022).

Access to prediction probability In the end of
Section 5.2, we discussed the applicability of our
methods to the blackbox models. We expect that
probability-like scores are available with the predic-
tions, but it would be possible that some APIs only
provide predictions without such scores. Therefore,
it is another important line of work to consider
reliability of the predictions in such restricted sce-
narios.
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Appendix

We fine-tune the pre-trained model for each dataset
separately, based on the negative log-likelihood
loss (Hashimoto and Raman, 2022). We use the
Adafactor optimizer (Shazeer and Stern, 2018),
along with Z-loss regularization (de Brébisson and
Vincent, 2016), where a constant learning rate of
0.001 is used. The training is run for upto 2500
steps (evaluating checkpoints after every 100 steps).

We select the best checkpoint per the F1 score on
the validation set of each dataset. The T5X code
base is publicly available.2

2https://github.com/google-research/
t5x.
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